THE

COACHMEN
ADVANTAGE
What is the Coachmen advantage? It’s the collection of
unique features offered in a Coachmen motorhome to
ensure a smoother ride, a better camping experience,
and a motorhome that will last for years.

EXTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS

Partial Paint with Graphics –
(Standard)

1. NOBLE SELECT™
Protected by a three-year warranty, these sidewalls have
a high-gloss gelcoat finish to prevent fading. They are
also 20% lighter than wood substrate sidewalls, provide
more occupant cargo carrying capacity, and offer three
times the insulation against extreme climates.

Full Body Paint –
Cobalt (Optional)

2. AZDEL™ COMPOSITE
Most manufacturers use wood sidewalls that can
expand, swell, and eventually mold. We use Azdel. It’s
impervious to water, won’t rot or mold, and, with less
than a 1% chance of delaminating, it ensures the
long-term integrity of the sidewalls.

3. REINFORCED LAMINATION
We vacuum bond and pinch roll every sidewall and roof,
then perform a pull adhesion test. Most manufacturers
just do one process or the other, but by doing both we
improve the strength and longevity of the sidewalls.

Full Body Paint –
Shiraz (Optional)

4. ELONGATED WHEELBASE
We offer longer wheelbases than other motorhome
manufacturers because that means superior weight
distribution. The result? Better handling and a smoother
ride that results in less driver fatigue.

Full Body Paint –
Sierra (Optional)

5. SIGHT RITE DASH™

INTERIOR DÉCOR COLOR SELECTIONS

Our dashes are angled 20 degrees forward. This increases
the line of sight for the driver, and offers the best road
visibility in the market.

6. EVEN COOL DUCT™
Our patented duct system evenly disperses air through
the whole coach. And we use Amaco ducting instead of
Styrofoam because it’s antimicrobial, preventing the
growth of bacteria and ensuring a cool, clean coach in
scorching heat.

7. DIGITAL OWNER’S MANUAL

Nantucket

Chesapeake

INTERIOR WOOD COLOR SELECTIONS

Our owner’s manuals are easy to access through the
Coachmen website or our free app. Supplemented with
videos, PowerPoints, and more, it’s got all you need to
know about your coach.
Sumatra

Beachwood

